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Hitler the Rise of Evil Worksheet       Name: ______________________________ 

Date: _______ 

Period: _____             Score: ______/ 24 

 

1) Why does the man say he has a curse on him?                             1)____________________________________ 

 

2) What does Hitler get spanked for?                                   2)____________________________________ 

     

3) Who is the man that collapses while Adolf is at the dinner table?           3)____________________________________ 

 

4) What does Adolf’s mother call his father?             4)____________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                           

5) Where does Hitler want to go to art school?            5)____________________________________ 

 

6) Who is the doctor taking care of Hitler’s mother (appearance)?          6)____________________________________ 

                

7-8) Who might take advantage of Hitler if he goes to Vienna?          7)____________________________________ 

          

                  8)____________________________________ 

     

9) What will kill Hitler’s mother?                                9)____________________________________ 

 

10) Who does the mother ask to help take care of Adolf?                      10)____________________________________ 

        

11) Where is Adolf told that he might be better off in architecture?              11)____________________________________ 

 

12) Whose fault is it for swarming in & stealing the bread from their tables?      12)____________________________________ 

 

13) Why does the man laugh at Hitler when he comments it is the Jews fault for         13)____________________________________ 

       them living on the street? 

14) When is war announced?                    14)____________________________________ 

 

15) What does Hitler volunteer to do in the trenches?                   15)____________________________________ 

 

16) Who tells Hitler to shut up and eat his stew while Hitler is complaining?      16)____________________________________ 
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17) What does the officer say the man would deserve IF he gets the message       17)____________________________________ 

       through? 

18) Why do they show the Officer’s hand while giving the order?         18)____________________________________ 

19) What kind of gas is the warning about?                   19)____________________________________ 

 

20) What government controlled Munich for two weeks after the war?                        20)____________________________________ 

        

21) How did they identify the more aggressive political factions?        21)____________________________________ 

 

22) Who must separate from Germany and form a new nation?                   22)____________________________________ 

 

23) What party has grown the most in the 6 months  after the fall of the        23)____________________________________ 

       communist party? 

24) Where are the demands originating from that Hitler is talking about?           24)____________________________________ 

25) Who are Hitler’s new friends, referred to when he enters his headquarters?            25)____________________________________ 

26) When does Hitler become the leader of the Nazi Party?                    26)____________________________________ 

 

27) Whose picture is in the Newspaper that Hitler is mimicking?            27)____________________________________ 

28) Who requested that Hitler not to speak to prevent stirring things up?           28)____________________________________ 

29) What must Hitler agree to if he wants to have any part in the new government      29)____________________________________ 

       under von Kahr? 

30) Why did von Kahr supposedly bring Hitler into this movement, according to        30)____________________________________ 

      his advisors? 

31) What did Hitler stand up in court and claim he wanted to do according to Fritz?   31)____________________________________ 

        

32) Who is living next door to Hitler at Landsberg?                   32)____________________________________ 

33) Who does Hitler oppose in the upcoming presidential election?                 33)____________________________________ 

34) What is the SA according to Ernst Roehm?                     34)____________________________________ 

       

35) Who is now in charge of Hitler’s security?          35)____________________________________ 
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36) Who is the person Geli bums a cigarette from?                   36)____________________________________ 

37) Who attacked the synagogue?                         37)____________________________________ 

38) Who is to blame according to the song at the club                  38)____________________________________ 

39) The party members are concerned about Hitler spending to much time             39)____________________________________ 

       with whom? 

40) When does Hitler receive his German citizenship?                    40)____________________________________ 

       

41) Who warns Eva about Hitler’s control?                41)____________________________________ 

        

42) What/ who has been used as target practice for the SA?                  42)____________________________________ 

43) What outlandish act would lead to provoking a response??                 43)____________________________________ 

44) Why is Fritz being held prisoner for?                      44)____________________________________ 

       with whom? 

45) What are Hitler’s plans to deal with political prisoners that they can’t release?      45)____________________________________ 

       

41) Who is found with Ernst Roehm when he is arrested?              46)____________________________________ 

        

42) Where is Fritz taken?                           47)____________________________________ 

43) Who did Ernst Hanfstaengl write about how he could help the war effort?      48)____________________________________ 


